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ABSTRACT Feature selection is a critical and prominent task in machine learning. To reduce the dimension

of the feature set while maintaining the accuracy of the performance is the main aim of the feature selection

problem. Various methods have been developed to classify the datasets. However, metaheuristic algorithms

have achieved great attention in solving numerous optimization problem. Therefore, this paper presents an

extensive literature review on solving feature selection problem using metaheuristic algorithms which are

developed in the ten years (2009-2019). Further, metaheuristic algorithms have been classified into four

categories based on their behaviour. Moreover, a categorical list of more than a hundred metaheuristic algo-

rithms is presented. To solve the feature selection problem, only binary variants of metaheuristic algorithms

have been reviewed and corresponding to their categories, a detailed description of them explained. The

metaheuristic algorithms in solving feature selection problem are given with their binary classification, name

of the classifier used, datasets and the evaluation metrics. After reviewing the papers, challenges and issues

are also identified in obtaining the best feature subset using different metaheuristic algorithms. Finally, some

research gaps are also highlighted for the researchers who want to pursue their research in developing or

modifying metaheuristic algorithms for classification. For an application, a case study is presented in which

datasets are adopted from the UCI repository and numerous metaheuristic algorithms are employed to obtain

the optimal feature subset.

INDEX TERMS Binary variants, classification, feature selection, literature review,metaheuristic algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION

The real-world problems mostly include a large number

of data, and handling the data becomes a very complex

and prominent task. A dataset contains a large number of

attributes/features. Not always, all the features are necessary

to get useful information from the datasets. Some of the

features may be irrelevant, redundant, which degrades the

performance of the model. Therefore, to reduce the size of

the original datasets whilemaintaining the accuracy of perfor-

mance is the main aim of feature reduction problem. In fea-

ture reduction, feature construction and feature selection take

part. The feature extraction or construction constructs a new

set of features from original datasets while feature selection

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Firooz B. Saghezchi .

selects the relevant features from the original dataset. This

paper focuses only on feature selection problems.

A feature selection problem is one of the most challenging

tasks in machine learning. If a set contains n number of

features, total 2n subsets are possible from which the best

subset has to be picked. It will be most difficult when n tends

to a large number because it can not be possible to evaluate

the performance of the model at each subset. Hence, to handle

the situation, the various methodology has been proposed.

Exhaustive search, greedy search, random search etc. are

such techniques which have been applied to feature selection

problems to find the best subset. Most of the methods suf-

fer from premature convergence, enormous complexity, high

computational cost. Therefore, metaheuristic algorithms get

much attention to deal with this type of conditions. They are

the most efficient and effective techniques and are capable
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FIGURE 1. The number of papers published regarding the developing of metaheuristic algorithms and feature selection
problem.

of finding the best subset of features while maintaining the

accuracy of the model.

In the last three decades, several metaheuristic algorithms

have been designed to solve various kinds of optimization

problems. This study provides an extensive literature survey

on metaheuristic algorithms which are developed in the last

ten years (2009-2019) and applied to various applications

of feature selection problems. Due to its various applica-

tions in different fields such as text mining, image process-

ing, bioinformatics, industrial applications, computer vision

etc. feature selection becomes an exciting research problem.

There are lots of papers published in different publishers

regarding the developing metaheuristic algorithm and fea-

ture selection problems that is shown in Figure 1. From

the figure, it can be observed that Elsevier Publisher pub-

lishes more papers in top tier journals (Experts Systems with

Applications (IF = 5.452), Applied Soft Computing (IF =
5.472), Knowledge-Based Systems (IF = 5.921), Informa-

tion Sciences (IF = 5.910), Neurocomputing (IF = 3.317)).

In Springer publication, the papers are published in top tier

journals Neural Computing and Applications (IF = 4.774),

Applied Intelligence (IF = 3.325), Soft Computing (IF =
3.050) etc. The other publishers consist of IOS Press, Mas-

sachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) press, Citeseer,

ACM digital library, Hindawi publishing house, Multidisci-

plinary Digital Publishing Institute (MDPI).

Earlier, a literature survey has been found on feature selec-

tion in which non-evolutionary algorithms have been con-

sidered. Xue et al. [1] presented a survey on evolutionary

approaches which mainly focus on genetic algorithm, par-

ticle swarm optimization, ant colony optimization, genetic

programming in detail. Lee et al. [2] studied feature selec-

tion in multimedia applications in which they provided an

extensive literature survey of seventy related papers from

2001 to 2017. Remeseuro and Bolon-Canedo [3] reviewed

feature selection methods on medical problems. Sharma and

Kaur [4] presented a systematic review on nature-inspired

algorithms to feature selection problem, especially in med-

ical datasets. They provided a categorization of binary and

chaotic algorithms for different nature-inspired algorithms.

Literature review has been presented in different fields such

as sentiment analysis [5], bioinformatics [6], ensemble learn-

ing [7] using metaheuristic algorithms.

The main contribution of presenting this study is given

as:
(a) This paper presents the definitions and techniques of

feature selection problem, and basic concepts of meta-

heuristic algorithms are thoroughly explained.

(b) The metaheuristic algorithms are classified, and a list of

metaheuristic algorithms is given.

(c) It presents an extensive literature of binary metaheuristic

algorithms for feature selection problem.

(d) The literature is represented with the vital factor of wrap-

per feature selection techniques such as the description

of the classifier, name of the used datasets, evaluation

metrics etc.

(e) It explains the issues and challenges to develop an

algorithm in solving feature selection problems. It also

presents the evaluation metrics formula to investigate the

performance.

(f) Finally, the research gaps and the future work are also

presented to enhance the research work.

(g) Eight benchmark datasets have been considered from

the UCI repository to show the application of feature

selection using wrapper based techniques.

(h) Five metaheuristic algorithms are taken from the litera-

ture to implement on feature selection problem.

(i) The results are compared with evaluation metrices i.e.

average fitness value, average classification accuracy,

average number of feature selected and average compu-

tational time.

The organization of the paper as follows: Section II presents

the preliminaries for the feature selection and metaheuristic

algorithms. The extensive literature on feature selection using
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FIGURE 2. Overall feature selection process.

metaheuristic algorithms is given in Section III. The issues

and challenges are presented in Section IV and Section V

illustrates a case study based on feature selection problem.

Section VI suggests the future work based on wrapper feature

techniques. The concluding remarks are shown in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND

This section presents the detailed description of the feature

selection problem with the mathematical model and the def-

initions, concepts and the classifications of metaheuristic

algorithms.

A. FEATURE SELECTION

Feature selection deals with inappropriate, irrelevant,

or unnecessary features. It is a process that extracts the best

features from the datasets [8]. Feature selection is one of the

most critical and challenging problems in machine learning.

The various applications of the feature selection problem

can be demonstrated in different fields. There are some

applications such as biomedical problems (to find the best

gene from candidate gene) [9]; text mining (to find the best

terms word or phrases) [10]; image analysis (to select the

best visual contents pixels, colour) [11] etc. Mathematically,

a feature selection problem can be formulated in the following

way:

Assume a dataset ′S ′ contains ′d ′ number of features. Then

the working mechanism of feature selection problem is to

select relevant features among ′d ′ features.
Given dataset S = {f1, f2, f3, . . . , fd }
The objective is to select the best subsets of features from S.

Extract Subset D = {f1, f2, f3, . . . , fn} where, n < d

and f1, f2, f3, . . . , fn represents the features/attributes of any

dataset. Figure 2 depicts the working mechanism of the

feature selection process. From the figure, it can be observed

that there are five main components of the feature selection

process, i.e. original dataset, selection of feature subset, eval-

uation of feature subset, selection criterion and validation.

Several feature selection methods are developed to obtain the

best subset of features. Generally, the techniques are classi-

fied into three categories filter, wrapper and embedded meth-

ods [12]–[15]. Filter methods are independent of learning

or classification algorithm. It always focuses on the general

characteristics of the data [16]. Wrapper methods always

include the classification algorithm and interact with the

classifier. These are computationally expensive methods than

the filter and also provide more accurate results as compared

to filter methods. Embedded methods are a combination of

filters and wrapper methods. In embedded methods, the fea-

ture selection is a part of the training process and training

process held with the classifier. Moreover, the embedded

methods use learning algorithm in its process, they will be

considered in wrapper approaches category [17].

Wrapper approaches present better results in comparison

with filter methods, but they are slower than filters meth-

ods. Wrapper methods depend on the modelling algorithm

in which every subset is generated and then evaluated. Sub-

set generation in wrapper methods is based on the differ-

ent search strategy. Jovic et al. [18] differentiates search

techniques into three categories; exponential, sequential and

randomized selection strategy. In the exponential method,

the number of evaluated features increases exponentially with

the size of features. Although this method shows accurate

results, it is not practically possible to apply because of

the high computational cost. The examples for exponential

search strategy are exhaustive search, branch and bound

method [19], [20]. Sequential algorithms include or remove

features sequentially. Once a feature is included or removed

in the selected subset, it can not be further changed that

leads to local optima. Some sequential algorithms are linear

forward selection, floating forward or backward selection,

best first etc. Randomized algorithms include randomness to

explore the search space, which saves the algorithms from

trapping into local optima. Randomized algorithms are com-

monly known as population-based approaches for example
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FIGURE 3. Classification of feature selection methods.

simulated annealing, random generation, metaheuristic algo-

rithms etc. [21].

We do not present a detailed description of every method of

the feature selection process. The detailed explanation of each

method can be found in [1]. The flow chart of categorization

of methods for solving feature selection is shown in Figure 3.

In the figure, the dashed line box represents the methodology

of this paper which describes how we reach to metaheuristic

algorithms.

B. METAHEURISTIC ALGORITHMS

Metaheuristic algorithms are optimization methods that

obtain the optimal (near-optimal) solution of optimization

problems. These algorithms are derivative-free techniques

and, have simplicity, flexibility and capability to avoid local

optima [22]. The behaviour of metaheuristic algorithms are

stochastic; they start their optimization process by generat-

ing random solutions. It does not require to calculate the

derivative of search space like in gradient search techniques.

The metaheuristic algorithms are flexible and straightforward

due to the simple concept and easy implementation. The

algorithms can be modified easily according to the particular

problem. The main property of metaheuristic algorithms is

that they have a remarkable ability to prevent the algorithms

from premature convergence. Due to the stochastic behaviour

of algorithms, the techniques work as a black box and

avoid local optima and explore the search space efficiently

and effectively. The algorithms make a tradeoff between

its two main essential aspects exploration and exploitation

[23], [24]. In the exploration phase, the algorithms investi-

gate the promising search space thoroughly, and exploitation

comes for the local search of promising area(s) that are

found in the exploration phase. They are successfully applied

to various engineering and sciences problems, e.g. in elec-

trical engineering (to find the optimal solution for power

generation), industrial fields (scheduling jobs, transportation,

vehicle routing problem, facility location problem), in civil

engineering (to design the bridges, buildings), communica-

tion (radar design, networking), data mining (classification,

prediction, clustering, system modelling) etc.

Metaheuristic algorithms classify into the following two

main categories;

(i) Single solution based metaheuristic algorithms:

These techniques start their optimization process with

one solution, and their solution is updated during the

iterations. It may lead to trapping into local optima and

also does not explore the search space thoroughly.

(ii) Population (multiple) solution based metaheuristic

algorithms: Initially, these algorithms generate a pop-

ulation of solutions and start their optimization process.

The population of solutions update with the number of

generations/iterations. The algorithms are beneficial for

avoiding local optima as multiple solutions assist each

other and have a great exploration of search space. They

also have the quality of jump towards the promising

part of search space. Therefore, population-based algo-

rithms use in solving most of the real-world problems.

Researchers pay great attention to metaheuristic algorithms

because of their characteristics. Several algorithms have been

designed and solved different types of problems. Based on

their behaviour, the metaheuristic algorithms can be divided

into four categories; evolution-based, swarm intelligence-

based, physics-based and human-related algorithms [25]. The

categorization of the algorithms is depicted in Figure 4.

(1) Evolution based algorithms: It is inspired from the

natural evolution and start their process with randomly

generated population of solutions. In these type of algo-

rithms, the best solutions are put togther to create new

individuals. The new individuals are formed using muta-

tion, crossover and select the best solution. The most
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FIGURE 4. Classification of metaheuristic algorithms.

popular algorithm in this category is Genetic algo-

rithm (GA) that is based on Darwin evolution tech-

nique [26]. There are other algorithms such as evolution

strategy [27], genetic programming [28], tabu search

[29], differential evolution [30] etc.

(2) Swarm intelligence-based algorithms: These algo-

rithms are inspired by the social behaviours of insects,

animals, fishes or birds etc. The popular technique is Par-

ticle Swarm Optimization (PSO) developed by Kennedy

and Eberhart [31]. It is inspired by the behaviour of a

group of birds that fly throughout the search space and

find their best location (position). Ant Colony optimiza-

tion [32], Honey bee swarm optimization algorithm [33],

monkey optimization [34] etc are the examples of swarm

intelligence algorithms.

(3) Physics based algorithms: These are inspired by the

rules of physics in the universe. Simulated anneal-

ing [35], Harmony search [36] etc come under

physics-based algorithms.

(4) Human behaviour related algorithms: These tech-

niques are purely inspired by human behaviour. Every

human being has its way of doing activities that affect

its performance. It motivates researchers to develop

the algorithms. The popular algorithms are Teaching

learning-based optimization algorithm (TLBO) [37],

League Championship algorithm [38] etc.

It is worth mentioning here that there are many metaheuristic

algorithms developed from 1966 to till now. In this paper,

we present the literature of those algorithms which are devel-

oped or proposed since 2009 to 2019 (ten-year span). Accord-

ing to the category, the list of metaheuristic algorithms are

presented in Table 1, 2, 3, 4. The first column of the tables

present the abbreviation; the second column gives the name

of the algorithms, which is followed by the developed year.

These algorithms have been applied to solve many real-world

applications but, this paper is restricted to present the applica-

tion in feature selection problems. Therefore, in the following

TABLE 1. List of Evolution based algorithms from 2009-2019.

sections, the algorithms which have been developed in ten

years span and applied to feature selection problems are

discussed.

III. METAHEURISTIC ON FEATURE SELECTION

It describes the metaheuristic algorithm, which has been

used in solving the feature selection problem. Binary vectors

representations are considered to obtain the relevant feature.

In the designed algorithm, a solution vector is represented

by (10101100 . . . ..) this implies that 1 means that a par-

ticular feature is selected and 0 means that feature is not

selected in the subset. Hence, this section investigates all

binary variants of metaheuristic algorithms in detail. The first

section describes the evolution-based algorithms; the sec-

ond describes the swarm intelligence based algorithms, third

demonstrates the physics-based algorithms, and the fourth

one is for the human-related algorithm. And the last section

is for the hybrid algorithms, which are a combination of two

or more metaheuristic algorithms that have been used for

classification problems.

A. EVOLUTION BASED ALGORITHMS

From Table 1, it can be seen that there are very few algo-

rithms are developed in evolution based category from 2009-

2019. Gan and Duan [123] proposed a chaotic differen-

tial search algorithm for image processing and it has been

combined with lateral inhibition to edge extraction and

image enhancement. Negahbani et al. [124] used differen-

tial search algorithm for the diagnosis of coronary artery
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TABLE 2. List of Swarm Intelligence based algorithms from 2009-2019.

disease with fuzzy c-means that was used as a classifier. The

performance of the proposed approach has been evaluated

using accuracy, sensitivity and specificity measures. Zhang

et al. [125] proposed binary backtracking algorithm for wind

speed forecasting in which extreme learning machine was

employed for feature selection. Binary backtracking algo-

rithm was developed using a sigmoidal function that trans-

forms the continuous variables to binary variables. To identify

the Leukemia cancer symptoms, Dhal et al. [126] imple-

mented the stochastic fractal search algorithm to provide opti-

mal identification. The developed algorithm was compared

with other classical methods and achieved high accuracy.

Besides, a binary stochastic fractal search was developed

to classify the galaxy colour images with extreme machine

learning [127].

TABLE 3. List of Physics based algorithms from 2009-2019.

TABLE 4. List of Human behaviour related algorithms from 2009-2019.

B. SWARM INTELLIGENCE BASED ALGORITHMS

This section presents a detailed description of some

well-known algorithms which are based on the different

swarm behaviour and modified to solve feature selection

problems. We have given our best to present the review of

algorithms with their modifications, many datasets used and

some other information which will be useful to provide a

quick idea about the published research paper.

1) CUCKOO SEARCH

Cuckoo search algorithm was developed by observing the

behaviour of cuckoo birds and their reproduction strategy.

It is very well known and popular algorithm and has achieved

great success in solving various real-world problems. How-

ever, several binary versions of cuckoo search algorithm have
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been developed in solving binary optimization problems.

In 2012, Tiwari [128] used CS algorithm for face recognition

problem. Firstly, features were extracted using discrete cosine

transformation which worked as host egg in CS algorithm.

It proved its efficiency for finding out the most matching

image in face recognition. To obtain the optimal feature

subset, Rodrigues et al. [129] proposed a binary CS algo-

rithm (BCS) using a function which converts the continuous

variable to its binary form. BCS has successfully applied to

two datasets of theft detection in a power system with opti-

mum path forest classifier and obtained that BCSwas the very

suitable and fastest approach in solving feature selection for

industrial datasets. Gunavathi and Premalatha [130] used CS

algorithm for classification in microarray gene data of can-

cer. The features were ranked according to T and F-statistics,

and KNN classifier was used as a fitness function. The

results showed that CS algorithm obtained 100% accuracy

in most of the datasets. Sudha and Selvarajan [131] pro-

posed an enhanced CS algorithm to find the optimal fea-

tures for breast cancer classification. In ECS, classification

accuracy was used as an objective function and evaluated

using KNN classifier. Salesi and Cosma [132] extended

BCS algorithm in which pseudobinary mutation neighbour-

hood search was designed to solve feature selection prob-

lems of biomedical datasets. Pandey et al. [133] introduced

binary binomial cuckoo search algorithm to select the best

features and applied to fourteen benchmark datasets of

UCI [134]. Although lots of applications of machine learning

have been solved by developing different versions of CS

algorithm [135]–[137].

2) BAT ALGORITHM

It is inspired by the behaviour of bats and very popular

in solving various real-world problems. In solving feature

selection problems, firstly Nakamura et al. [138] developed a

binary version of BA (BBA) with sigmoid function to restrict

the position of bat’s to binary variables. The accuracy was

calculated using optimum path forest classifier, and BBAwas

applied to five datasets. Laamari and Kamel [139] improved

the performance of BBA by applying other V-shaped transfer

function with SVM classifier to intrusion detection systems.

Rodrigues et al. [140] used different transfer functions for

obtaining binary-based optimization techniques with opti-

mum path forest classifier. The binary BA presented best

results with hyperbolic tangent transfer function in most of

the datasets. Enache and Sgârciu [141] improved the ver-

sion of BBA with different classifiers such as SVM and

C4.5 and applied to NSL-KDD datasets for intrusion detec-

tion systems. Yang et al. [142] modified BA to improve the

diversity of the population of bats so that it made a good

balance between exploration and exploitation and solve the

feature selection problem. To classify the MR brain tumour

image, Kaur et al. [143] modified BA by combining Fisher

and parameter-free bat algorithm for good exploration. The

dataset has been taken from UCI repository and applied with

SVM classifier. The evaluation measure such as the number

of features, computational time and accuracy of the classi-

fier were used. Naik et al. [144] used BBA with one-pass

generalized classifier neural network to estimate the number

of selected features. The fitness function was formed using

sensitivity and specificity with the classification accuracy.

The proposed approaches were evaluated using six avail-

able microarray datasets, and the obtained results were com-

pared with the different type of classifiers. Moreover, several

modifications have been done to improve the performance

of BBA and applied to various real-world classification

problems [145]–[148].

3) FIREFLY ALGORITHM

It imitates the mechanism of firefly mating and exchange

of information using light flashes. Emary et al. [149] pro-

posed first binary version of firefly algorithm (FFA) to

solve feature selection problems using a threshold value.

The developed algorithm made a good exploration quality

which found a quick solution to the problem. It has been

applied to benchmark datasets of UCI with KNN classifier.

Kanimozhi and Latha [150] presented a technique for image

retrieval by using SVM classifier and FFA. The main aim

was to increase the performance of the algorithm with opti-

mal features, and the algorithm has been tested over Corel

Caltech and Pascal database images. To predict the disease,

cardiotocogram data has been used with SVM and FFA by

Subha and Murugan [151]. Zhang et al. [152] proposed a

return cost based FFA for a public dataset in which binary

movement operator has been used to update the position of

fireflies. The proposed approach proved that it was very com-

petitive with other algorithms. A self-adaptive FFA has been

developed for feature selection using mutual information cri-

terion [153]. Two modifications have been done for getting

rid of trapping into local optima. Twelve datasets has been

considered for evaluating the performance of the algorithm.

Xu et al. [154] combined binary FFA with opposition based

learning algorithm in solving the feature selection problem

and applied to ten datasets. For network intrusion detection,

FFA algorithm has been used with C4.5 and Bayesian net-

works classifier and utilized for KDD CUP 99 datasets [155].

For more versions of FFA in various applications of feature

selection, interest researchers can be found in [156]–[159].

4) FLOWER POLLINATION ALGORITHM

FPA is inspired from the pollination procedure of flowers.

Several binary variants of FPA were developed to solve fea-

ture selection problem. Firstly, Rodrigues et al. [160] pro-

posed a binary constrained version of FPA (BFPA) in which

binary solutions were obtained after generating local polli-

nations. The BFPA run with optimum path forest classifier,

which calculated the performance accuracy. The obtained

results were compared with other state-of-the-art metaheuris-

tic algorithms PSO, HS and FA and proved that BFPA is also

suitable to get the optimal feature subsets. To improve the

performance of BFPA, Zawbaa and Emary [161] used KNN

classifier with a modified binary variant of FPA. In binary
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version, a threshold value was used to get a binary string

from continuous variables. Moreover, the proposed algorithm

was evaluated on a multi-objective function for classification

and regression datasets. It showed that the algorithm outper-

formed PSO, GA and BA.

Rajamohana et al. [162] used different values of λ parame-

ter and profounded an adaptive scheme of BFPA i.e. ABFPA

and solved feature selection problem. For text classification,

Majidpour et al. [163] used BFPA with ada-boost algorithm,

which worked as a classifier. Sayed et al. [164] considered

clonal selection algorithm for exploitation and FPA for explo-

ration to form the binary clonal FPA. The proposed CFPA

was applied to three datasets i.e. Australian, breast cancer

and german number and obtained the results. Yan et al.

[165] improved the proposed version by considering a group

strategy to avoid local optima, adoptive transfer function was

used for binary encoding, and Gaussian mutation strategy

was used for exploitation. Based on these modifications,

improved version IBCFPA was applied to six biomedical

datasets with different classifiers (SVM, KNN and NB) and

obtained optimal feature subsets for every dataset.

5) KRILL HERD ALGORITHM

It is based on the movement of Antarctic krills to search

their food and to increase the density. Rodrigues et al. [166]

solved feature selection problem by introducing the binary

variant of KH algorithm (BKH) that generated binary vectors

by evaluating the transfer operator. Optimum path forest used

as a classifier and the proposed algorithm BKH applied to six

datasets and presented the results. Mohammadi et al. [167]

considered breast cancer datasets for extracting the fuzzy

rules. They modified the KH algorithm as binary krill herd

fuzzy rule miner (BKH-FRM) that choose the best krill as

well as the local best krill among the population of krills.

The results obtained by BKH-FRMwas compared with other

ten metaheuristic algorithms and presented high accuracy

among others. Rani and Ramyachitra [168] classified the

cancer types usingKH algorithm and random forest classifier.

They modified the algorithm by using a horizontal crossover

and position mutation operator and applied to ten differ-

ent gene microarray cancer datasets. For microarray data

classification, Zhang et al. [169] improved BKH algorithm

named as IG-MBKH by using a hyperbolic tangent function

and adaptive transfer function. Furthermore, to initialize the

population, information gain feature ranking was used to

explore the search space efficiently. IG-MBKH was applied

to high dimensional microarray datasets that generated rele-

vant feature subsets. K-NN classifier used for calculating the

accuracy of the selected features.

6) GREY WOLF OPTIMIZER

It is based on the hunting process of a pack of grey wolves

in nature. In the first binary version of GWO, Emary et al.

[170] used the sigmoidal transfer function to get the binary

vectors (bGWO). To calculate the classification accuracy,

KNN classifier was utilized and applied to eighteen different

UCI datasets. Moreover, in the initialization phase, small,

random and large initialization techniques were used for

good exploration. Sharma et al. [171] proposed a modified

version of GWO for identifying the symptoms of Parkin-

son’s disease with random forest, KNN and decision tree

classifier. Pathak et al. [172] proposed levy flight GWO

which was used to select the relevant features from the

original datasets. It used random forest classifier for image

steg analysis and applied to Bossbase ver 1.01 datasets. The

obtained results showed its great performance for achieving

great convergence. Devanathan et al. [173] identified the

optimal features for Indirect Immunofluorescence image by

presenting another version of binary GWO. To diagnosis

of cardiovascular disease, Al-Tashi et al. [174] used GWO

algorithm for selecting the best features and SVM used as a

classifier. The proposed approach has been applied to Cleve-

land dataset, which is freely available and performed greatly.

Moreover, the author proposed a binary version (BMOGW-

S) by using a sigmoidal function for solving multi-objective

feature selection problem in which the artificial neural net-

work was used for classification. BMOGW-S applied to fif-

teen benchmark datasets and compared with MOGWO with

tanh transfer function [175]. Hu et al. [176] proposed new

transfer functions and new updating scheme for parameters of

GWO.AdvancedGWO (ABGWO) applied to twelve datasets

of UCI and showed superior results as compared to other

algorithms. There are several versions of GWO are developed

for classification in different fields such as medical diagno-

sis [177], cervical cancer [178], electromyography (EMG)

signal [179], facial emotion recognition [180], text feature

selection [181] etc.

7) ANT LION OPTIMIZER

ALO is a very popular algorithm and inspired from the hunt-

ing procedure of antlion insects and ants. It has been applied

to various real-world problems to find out the optimal (near-

optimal) solutions. To solve the feature selection problem,

Zawbaa et al. [182] used a threshold value at continuous

variables to propose the binary variant of ALO algorithm.

The proposed algorithm BALO with K-NN classifier was

applied to eighteen different datasets and compared with

well-known metaheuristic algorithms GA and PSO. They

have used different evaluation criteria such as average classi-

fication accuracy, the average number of the selected feature,

average Fisher score (F-score) etc. for calculating the perfor-

mance. In the next year, Emary et al. [183] proposed different

variants of BALO in which each individual changed its posi-

tion according to the crossover operator between two binary

solutions. The binary solutions were obtained by applying

S and V-shaped transfer functions or simply by using basic

operators of ALO. Moreover, three initialization methods

were adopted for a good exploration of the search space

and concluded that initialization process affected the search-

ing quality and performance of the algorithm. Although,

Mafarja et al. [184] proposed six different binary variants of
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ALO using S and V-shaped transfer functions and obtained

optimal feature subsets.

To improve the efficiency of proposed binary versions,

Zawbaa et al. [185] applied chaos theory to some parameter

of ALO algorithm. Considering of chaotic maps in ALO

algorithm, CALO avoided the local optima and made a

proper balance between exploration and exploitation qual-

ity. CALO algorithm applied to ten biological datasets, and

eight datasets form other categories. The obtained solu-

tions proved its robustness and outperformed ALO, PSO

and GA.

To save the algorithm from trapping into local optima,

Emary and Zawbaa proposed a new approach of a binary

variant of ALO [186]. Levy flight random walk was used

to generate solutions, and five different initialization meth-

ods were utilized to generate the initial solutions. Other

than, Mafarja and Mirjalili [187] embedded two rough

set filter approach Quick Reduct and CEBARKCC with

the ALO algorithm, which improved the initial popula-

tion as well as the final optimal solution. For hyper spec-

tral image classification, a modified version of ALO algo-

rithm (MALO) was proposed with wavelet SVM (WSVM)

classifier [188]. MALO with WSVM performed better in

most of the datasets and proved that it was beneficial in solv-

ing the feature selection problems. Azar et al. [189] combined

rough set theory with ALO algorithm and applied to different

datasets.

8) DRAGONFLY ALGORITHM

It is inspired by the behaviour of dragonflies in nature and

applied to various problems. Medjahed et al. [190] pro-

posed a complete diagnosis procedure of cancer using binary

dragonfly (BDF) algorithm with SVM. In this, SVM-RFE

(SVM-recursive feature elimination) used to extract the gene

from the datasets, and BDF was used to enhance the perfor-

mance of SVM-RFE. The proposed algorithm was applied to

six microarray datasets and presented high accuracy results.

Mafarja et al. [191] proposed a binary version of DA using

a transfer function and solved the feature selection problem

with several datasets. Moreover, they also introduced a binary

variant of dragonfly algorithm using time-varying transfer

functions which make a proper balance between exploration

and exploitation. These approaches have been applied to

UCI datasets and compared with other state-of-the-art meta-

heuristic algorithms [192]. Karizaki and Tavassoli [193] used

filter and wrapper approaches simultaneously in which BDA

algorithm was used to find optimal subset of features and

ReliefF algorithm was used as a filter approach. It has been

applied to five datasets and obtained the results. The BDA

algorithm was applied to different learning algorithm such

as Naik et al. [194] used BDA with radial basis neural net-

work function and selected the features frommicroarray gene

data. Several other binary versions of DA have been pro-

posed to solve features selection problem that can be found

in [195]–[198].

9) WHALE OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM

WOA is based on the special behaviour of the huntingmethod

of humpback whales. To solve the binary optimization prob-

lems, Hussien et al. [199], [200] utilized S and V-shaped

transfer function in conventional WOA and solved feature

selection problem with eleven UCI datasets in 2017. For

classification, KNN classifier was used, which ensured the

selected features for their relevancy. The proposed approach

bWOA showed its capability for obtaining the maximum

accuracy and the minimum number of selected features.

To enhance the proposed approach, Sayed et al. [201] pre-

sented a chaotic whale optimization algorithm (CWOA) with

ten chaotic maps. The chaotic maps were used in place ran-

dom parameters that made a better tradeoff between twomain

important properties of algorithm exploration and exploita-

tion. Tubishat et al. [202] classified Arabic datasets for senti-

ment analysis by proposing improved WOA (IWOA). IWOA

incorporated the evolutionary operators such as crossover,

mutation and selection as in differential evolution. IWOA

applied to four publicly available datasets and compared with

other techniques. Mafarja and Mirjalili [203] proposed two

binary variants of WOA by embedding crossover and muta-

tion operator and by using tournament and roulette wheel

selection in WOA. Twenty benchmark datasets have been

utilized in this approach. Agrawal et al. [204] proposed a

new version of WOA that is based on quantum concepts in

which, quantum bit representation was used for all individ-

uals. And the new version was applied to fourteen datasets.

There are some other versions of WOA [205]–[207] which

are presented in solving feature selection problems.

10) GRASSHOPPER OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM

GOA is based on the lives of grasshopper how their behaviour

of living changes. Ibrahim et al. [208] proposed GOA with

SVM classifier (GOA+SVM) in which the parameters of

SVM were also optimized by using GOA. GOA+SVM

applied to biomedical datasets for Iraqui cancer patients and

obtained the results. To deal with immature convergence of

GOA, Mafarja et al. [209] proposed GOA_EPD algorithm

by using evolutionary population dynamic, roulette wheel

and tournament selection for guiding the agent. Twenty-two

benchmark datasets were considered for evaluating the per-

formance of the proposed approach. Hichem et al. [210]

introduced a new transfer function Hamming distance which

converted continuous variables into a binary vector. The new

version of GOA (NBGOA) utilized for 20 standard datasets

and compared with other versions of GOA. The presented

results showed the ability to achieve great performance of

NBGOA. Sigmoidal and V-shaped transfer functions were

used with mutation operator to enhance the exploration qual-

ity of BGOA by Mafarja et al. [211].

11) SALP SWARM ALGORITHM

SSA is inspired by the salps swarming attitude. In 2017,

Ibrahim et al. [212] first time used SSA for solving feature
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selection problem (SSA-FS) by applying a threshold value

of 0.5 to build binary vectors. SSA-FS applied to medical

datasets of breast, bladder and colon cancer datasets and

compared with other algorithms. Sayed et al. [213] proposed

chaotic SSA with ten chaotic maps and transfer function.

KNN classifier has been used to evaluate the classifica-

tion accuracy and applied to twenty benchmark datasets.

Faris et al. [214] developed an efficient binary SSA using S

andV-shaped transfer functions in which a crossover operator

was embedded in place of the average operator to enhance

the exploration quality. The proposed approach has been used

with KNN classifier and applied to twenty-two well known

UCI datasets and obtained that S-shaped transfer function

provided best results. To get rid of trapping into local optima

and enhance the exploration and exploitation of SSA, salp’s

position was updated using the singer’s chaotic map and

used local search algorithm by Tubisat et al. [215]. It has

been applied to twenty benchmark datasets and three Hadith

datasets. Hegazy et al. [216] improved SSA (ISSA) by insert-

ing weight to adjust the presented best solution and classi-

fied by KNN classifier. ISSA was utilized to twenty-three

UCI datasets and compared with basic SSA and four other

metaheuristic algorithms. Other versions of SSAwas used for

feature selection problems that can be found in [217], [218].

12) EMPEROR PENGUINS OPTIMIZER

EPO is based on the huddling behaviour of emperor penguins.

Baliarsingh et al. [219] proposed multi-objective binary EPO

with chaos to apply on high-dimensional biomedical datasets.

The proposed methodology used for cancer classification and

obtaining the optimal feature subset. The obtained results

show the efficiency of the proposed algorithm in terms of

accuracy, specificity and F-score. Baliarsingh and Vipsita

[220] proposed an intelligence hybrid technique for gene

classification in which extreme learning machine is used with

chaos EPO. The proposed hybrid technique is employed on

seven well known microarray datasets and the experimental

results show the efficacy of the hybrid technique. To obtain

the optimal feature subset, Dhiman et al. [221] developed

binary EPO (BEPO) with S and V-shaped transfer functions

which convert the continuous search space to binary space.

The BEPO is applied to different feature selection datasets

and the obtained results show better results as compared to

others.

C. PHYSICS-BASED ALGORITHMS

Various algorithms have been developed that are based on

the rules of physics. The binary versions of physics-based

algorithms which have been applied to feature selection

problems are discussed in the following Table 10 and 11.

In Tables 10 and 11, the first column represents the name

of modified algorithms, the second column gives details of

the transfer function that used for deciding the binary vari-

ables and the third column shows the name of the classifier

which operated as a learning algorithm in the optimiza-

tion process. Furthermore, the table describes the considered

datasets, evaluation metrics (the performance of the proposed

algorithm is compared with these measures), name of the

compared techniques and some other information regarding

the proposed approaches. We find the following algorithms

such as multi-verse optimizer [222], sine-cosine algorithm,

gravitational search algorithm etc. which are developed to

obtain the optimal subset of features on different datasets.

D. HUMAN RELATED ALGORITHMS

It gives a summary of the human-related algorithms in

solving feature selection problems. In the following descrip-

tion, we have discussed three algorithm brain storm opti-

mization, teaching-learning optimization and gaining sharing

knowledge-based algorithm.

1) BRAIN STORM OPTIMIZATION

The algorithmworks on themechanism of human brainstorm-

ing. BSO algorithm was also applied in data classification.

Papa et al. [223] integrated binary BSO using different S and

V-shaped transfer functions. The proposed approach ran over

optimum path forest classifier and tested over several Arizona

State University’s datasets. Pourpanah et al. [224] used fuzzy

min-max neural network learning model with binary BSO

algorithm and applied to a real-world dataset. They also intro-

duced a fuzzy ARTMAP model with BSO algorithm [225].

Tuba et al. [226] used BSO algorithm with SVM classifier

for medical classification. Moreover, the parameters of SVM

were optimized using BSO algorithm. Oliva and Elaziz [227]

proposed a new version of BSO algorithm for its good

exploration quality. They have introduced chaotic maps and

opposition based learning algorithm for initialization of the

solution. Disruptor operator was used to updating the initial

population. The modified version was used for classification

and in order to obtain the optimal features, eight datasets have

been considered from UCI repository.

2) TEACHING BASED LEARNING OPTIMIZATION

TLBO algorithm is based on the influence of the teacher on

the students in the class. Krishna and Vishwakarma [228]

proposed an improved version of TLBO algorithm with

wavelet transform function for fingerprint recognition. Jain

and Bhadauria [229] selected optimal features using TLBO

algorithm and SVM classifier for image retrieval datasets.

Kiziloz et al. [230] presented a multi-objective TLBO algo-

rithm to select the features in binary classification problems.

The algorithm was tested over well-known datasets of UCI

with three supervised learning algorithm logistic regression,

SVM, and extreme learning machine. Among all three classi-

fication model, logistic regression with TLBO presented best

results in most of the datasets. Allam and Nandhini [231]

developed a binary TLBO (BTLBO) with a threshold value to

restrict variables into binary form. They have used different

classifier and used for the classification of breast cancer

datasets. The proposed approach showed its high accuracy

with the minimum number of features. The TLBO algorithm

has been applied to chronic kidney disease dataset with the
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improved version [232]. The fitness function was evaluated

using Chebyshev distance formula and obtained the results.

3) JAYA ALGORITHM

Jaya algorithm is based on the framework of TLBO algorithm

with only one phase. It has been successfully applied to

benchmark functions. Das et al. [233] modified JA to find

the optimal feature subset by using a search technique which

updates the worst features. The proposed approach has been

tested over ten benchmark datasets with other optimizer for

comparison. The results show its efficacy to find the optimal

feature subset. Using the S-shaped transfer function with JA,

Awadallah et al. [234] developed a binary JA in which adap-

tive mutation rate has been used. The adaptive mutation rate

controls the diversification in the search space. The proposed

approach BJAM is applied to twenty two benchmark datasets

with KNN classifier and obtained the optimal feature subset.

4) GAINING SHARING KNOWLEDGE BASED ALGORITHM

It is based on the concept of gaining and sharing knowledge

among humans. Agrawal et al. [235] proposed the first novel

binary version of GSK algorithm for feature selection prob-

lem (FS-NBGSK) by introducing binary junior and senior

gaining and sharing stages. The FS-NBGSK algorithm was

tested over 23 benchmark datasets of UCI repository with

KNN classifier. The approach showed the best results among

the compared algorithm in terms of accuracy and a minimum

number of selected features.

E. HYBRID METAHEURISTIC ALGORITHMS

Hybrid metaheuristic algorithms mean to combine the

best operators from different metaheuristic algorithms and

develop a new enhanced algorithm. In recent years, hybrid

algorithms have been achieved great attention in solving

optimization problems. In particular, for feature selection

problem, many hybrid metaheuristic algorithms have been

developed to obtain the relevant and optimal feature subset

from the original dataset. A lot of possibilities occur to pro-

duce a more enhanced algorithm which finds the solution

optimally. The enhance algorithms help to get rid of trapping

into local optima, free from premature convergence, explore

the search space efficiently and effectively and make good

exploitation. Moreover, the enhanced algorithms obtain the

optimal or near-optimal solution and make a better tradeoff

between exploration and exploitation quality of an algorithm.

There are some algorithms described in which the best qual-

ities of different algorithms were combined to develop a new

one.

Hafez et al. [236] proposed MAKHA algorithm in which

the jump process was taken from monkey algorithm and

evolutionary operators (mutation, crossover) were used from

krill herd algorithm to find the optimal solution quickly.

The MAKHA algorithm was checked over eighteen datasets

of UCI with KNN classifier and obtained the classifica-

tion accuracy. Simulated annealing (SA) is the most popular

and very promising algorithm from physics-based category.

Hence, to enhance the performance of whale optimization

algorithm, Mafarja and Mirjalili [237] embedded SA into

WOA. It boosted the exploitation of WOA by improving

the best solution found after each iteration. The performance

of the hybrid algorithm WOA-SA was tested over eighteen

datasets with KNN classifier. Arora et al. [238] used the posi-

tion updation quality of crow search algorithm in grey wolf

optimizer to make a good balance between exploration and

exploitation. It hybridized the algorithm as GWOCSA which

applied to twenty-one well-known datasets of UCI repository.

THe GWOCSA algorithm restricted to binary search space

using the S-shaped transfer function. The accuracy of con-

sidered KNN classifier was compared with other state-of-

the-art metaheuristic algorithms. To get rid of local optima

in sine cosine algorithm, Abd Elaziz et al. [239] proposed

a hybrid algorithm by employing the local search method

of differential evolution algorithm. The enhanced version of

sine cosine algorithm were tested over eight UCI datasets

and presented better results in case of performance measures

and statistical analysis. Tawhid andDsouza [240] developed a

hybrid algorithm using bat algorithm and enhanced version of

PSO algorithm for solving feature selection problem in binary

space. To transform the position of bats in binary space, a V-

shaped transfer function was used, and in the same way,

an S-shaped transfer function was employed to get the binary

position of a particle in PSO algorithm. Hybrid algorithm

HBBEPSO combined good exploration of bat algorithm and

convergence characteristic of the PSO algorithm that obtained

the optimal features of twenty standard datasets. The obtained

results proved its ability to have high accuracy among all the

compared algorithms. To select the gene for preprocessing

technique in cancer classification, binary black hole algo-

rithm was employed with PSO algorithm to enhance the

exploration and exploitation efficiently and effectively [241].

Different classifiers have been used to evaluate the perfor-

mance accuracy and obtained the results of two standard

and three clinical microarray datasets. Neggaz et al. [242]

presented a hybrid algorithm to boost the salp swarm algo-

rithm with the help of sine cosine algorithm in solving the

feature selection problem. Baliarsingh [243] embedded social

engineering optimizer in EPO to enhance the performance of

EPO. The SVMclassifier ismodifiedwithmemetic algorithm

and it is appliedwith the proposed hybrid approach tomedical

datasets. The proposed hybrid algorithm is compared with

other well known metaheuristic algorithms and outperforms

the other algorithms. Another hybrid approach of EPO is

proposed with the cultural algorithm for face recognition

[244]. The proposed approach enhances the capability of

the existing one and is applied with SVM classifier for face

recognition. It presents the best results in terms of conver-

gence, robustness etc. With the use of sine cosine algorithm,

the exploration phase was enhanced and also avoided to get

into premature convergence. To get the optimal gene from

gene expression data, Shukla et al. [245] combined teaching

learning based optimization with SA algorithm. SA algorithm

utilized to enhance the solution quality of TLBO algorithm
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FIGURE 5. Role of different classifiers in solving feature selection problems.

and helped to find the relevant genes for the detection of

cancer. Moreover, a new V-shaped transfer function was

proposed to convert the variables into the binary variables.

The classification accuracy was evaluated with SVM clas-

sifier and also tested over ten sets of microarray datasets.

Several combinations of different metaheuristic algorithms

have been developed in solving different application of fea-

ture selection problem. Jaya algorithm is used with forest

optimization algorithm in gene selection [246]. The use of

enhanced JA is to optimize the two parameters of forest opti-

mization algorithm. This hybrid approach has been employed

to the microarray datasets and outperformed the other opti-

mizers. In the text feature selection, grey wolf optimizer and

grasshopper optimization algorithm were employed [247],

for industrial foam injection processes, PSO algorithm and

gravitational search algorithm were used [248]. A combina-

tion of the grey wolf and stochastic fractal search algorithm

[249] and grasshopper and cat swarm optimization algorithm

are used for feature selection [250].

IV. ISSUES AND CHALLANGES

Despite achieving great success of metaheuristic algorithms

in solving feature selection problems, some challenges and

issues occur that will be described in the following sections:

A. SCALABILITY AND STABILITY

In real-world problems, a dataset contains thousands or even

millions of features. To handle the large datasets in feature

selection problem, the designed algorithm must be scalable.

The designed algorithm must have a good scalable classifier

which handles large dataset [251]. Therefore, scalability is an

essential task for developing an algorithm to solve the feature

selection problem.

Another important issue for designing an algorithm to

solve the feature selection problem is stability. An algorithm

is said to be stable for feature selection if it finds the same

subset of features for a different sample of datasets. For trying

to find the best classification, feature selection algorithm

becomes unstable in most of the cases. Instability comes

when there is a high correlation in the features, and they are

removed because of obtaining the best classification accu-

racy. Therefore, stability is as important as the classification

accuracy. The possible solution to make the algorithm stable

for feature selection problem can be found in [252], [253].

B. CHOICE OF CLASSIFIER

To design a wrapper feature selection algorithm, the choice of

a classifier has a great impact on the quality of the obtained

solution. In solving feature selection problem using meta-

heuristic algorithm, there are different types of classifiers

have been used such as K-nearest neighbour (KNN), Sup-

port Vector machine (SVM), Optimum Path Forest (OPF),

Naive Bayesian (NB), Random Forest (RF), Artifical Neural

Network (ANN), ID3, C4.5, Fuzzy rule based (FR), Kernel

Extreme Learning Machine (KLM). The role of classifiers

used in feature selection problems is shown in Fig. 5. KNN is

most commonly used classifier with different datasets of UCI

repository. In contrast, the SVM classifier is used frequently

in intrusion detection systems and medical field datasets

such as in cancer detection, artery disease etc. Additionally,

Xue et al. [1] investigated that on medium-size datasets of

features SVM algorithm was adopted to present the promi-

nent features with the time constraints. However, KNN clas-

sifier is the most used classifier among all, and its benefits to

applying for large dimensional datasets.

C. CONSTRUCTION OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION

To select the best feature subset, a wrapper feature selection

algorithm optimizes a given objective function. The con-

struction of an objective function for feature selection varies

according to the classification problem. Earlier, an objective
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function was formulated which contains either maximization

of classification accuracy, or the minimization of number

of selected features. Besides, to combine both conflicting

objectives, the multi-objective function was constructed in

solving the feature selection problem. The problem with the

multi-objective function was converted into a single objective

by applying weights to both the objectives and performed

the learning algorithm. Many researchers [170], [185], [186],

[191], [203], [235] have used multi-objective function and

obtained the best feature subset.

Moreover, the use of multi-objective function was very

effective and efficient to optimize the fitness function and find

the best feature subset from the given datasets of features.

D. EVALUATION CRITERIA TO CHECK THE PERFORMANCE

In literature, there are lots of evaluation metrics that have

been used to investigate the performance of the wrapper fea-

ture selection algorithm. For example, sensitivity and speci-

ficity commonly used for medical classification, precision

and recall considered in computer science data classification,

the area under the curve used in radar signals. In general, there

are some other measures used to evaluate the performance

of the algorithms. The most popular evaluation metrics are

reviewed and presented in detail.

(i) True positive (tP): The actual observations are from

positive class and are estimated to be positive.

(ii) True negative (tN): The actual observations are from

negative class and are estimated by the model to be

negative.

(iii) False positive (fP): When the model incorrectly esti-

mates observations in the positive class.

(iv) False negative (fN): When the model incorrectly esti-

mates the observations in the negative class.

These above measures are used in [254], [255].

(v) Sensitivity/ True positive rate/ Recall [144], [256],

[257]: It is the ratio of observations that are true

positive and the total number of observations that are

actually positive i.e.

Recall =
tP

tP+ fN
(1)

(vi) Specificity / True Negative rate (TNR) [144], [257],

[258]: It is the ration of the observations that are true

negative and the total number of observation that are

actually negative i.e.

Specificity =
tN

tN + fP
(2)

(vii) False positive rate (FPR) [255]: Ratio of false positive

observations and total predicted negative observa-

tions i.e.

FPR =
fP

tN + fN
(3)

It can also be defined as FPR = 1 − Specificity.

(viii) Precision / Positive predictive value [256], [258]:

Ratio of true positive observations and total predicted

positive observations. i.e.

Precision =
tP

tP+ fP
(4)

(ix) F-score [257], [259]: It is a combination of Recall and

precision measures which provides a single score.

F-score is defined as a Harmonic mean of Recall and

Precision measures that can be formulated as

F − Score = 2
Precision ∗ Recall
Precision+ Recall

(5)

(x) Matthew’s correlation coefficients (MCC) [260],

[261]: It describes the quality of binary classification

andmostly used in the field of bio-informatics. Based

on the above measures value, it can be formulated as

MCC

=
(tP× tN ) − (fP× fN )

√
(tP+ fP)(tP+ fN )(tN + fP)(tN + fN )

(6)

The value of MCC lies between −1 and 1, the value

1 represents the perfect classification, 0 denotes for

random prediction, and −1 represents the total dis-

agreement of prediction and observations.

(xi) Some general measure metrics are also used for

checking the performance such as average fitness

value (objective function value), Worst and best fit-

ness value, standard deviation of fitness values, aver-

age number of selected features from the original

datasets. These performance measures are used in

[144], [262]–[269] to evaluate the performance.

• Averge fitness value: Assume F∗
i be the optimal

fitness value at ith run, then the average fitness

value represents the mean value of the fitness over

total number of runs (Truns). It can be formulated

mathematically as

AvgFitness =
1

Truns

Truns
∑

i=1

F∗
i (7)

• Average number of selected features: The selection

size of features is the ratio of number of selected

feauters and the total number of features in the orig-

inal datast. Mathematically, it can be represented as

AvgFeature =
1

Truns

Truns
∑

i=1

length(f )∗i
|S|

(8)

• Average computational time: Computational time

presents the running time to perform the k th algo-

rithm. The average of the running time is the mean

value of the time over total number of runs. It is

presented for the K th algorithms as

AvgkTime =
1

Truns

Truns
∑

i=1

Timeki (9)
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V. CASE STUDY

This section presents applications of feature selection in

different datasets of machine learning. It describes the per-

formance of metaheuristic algorithms on feature selection

datasets.

A. DATASETS

To show the performance of metaheuristic algorithms on

feature selection datasets, eight datasets are adopted from the

UCI repository [134]. The datasets are of different dimen-

sions (number of features in a dataset). The datasets are

considered in which dimensions vary from 9 to 856 and

number of instances are from 32 to 1593. As KNN is the most

preferred classifier, therefore, we consider KNN classifier to

evaluate the accuracy of selected feature subset. The three

equal portion of a dataset is taken for training, testing and

validation in a cross validation manner with K = 5. The

description of datasets is shown in Table 5.

TABLE 5. Datasets for the case study.

B. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To evaluate the performance of metaheuristic algorithms on

the considered datasets, we considered five metaheuristic

algorithms i.e. binary particle swarm optimization (BPSO)

[270], binary differential evolution (BDE) [271], binary ant

lion optimizer (BALO) [183], binary grey wolf optimizer

(bGWO) [170] and binary gaining sharing knowledge based

algorithm (FS-NBGSK) [235]. The detailed methodologies

of the considered algorithms can be read from the correspond-

ing references. The main aim of feature selection problem is

to maximize the accuracy of the performance and minimize

the number of selected features. Therefore, a fitness function

is formed using the both criteria as

minZ = ξ1(Accuracy) + ξ2
Number of selected features

Total number of features
(10)

where ξ1 and ξ2 are the coefficient of each criteria in which

ξ2 = 1 − ξ1 and ξ1 ∈ [0, 1]. The value of ξ1 is taken as

0.99 [183], [272]. The values of the parameters used in the

algorithms are as: In BDE, crossover probability = 0.95, c1
cognitive factor = 2, c2 social factor = 2; In BPSO, Wmax

maximum bound on inertia weight = 0.6, Wmin minimum

bound on inertia weight = 0.2; In FS-NBGSK, p probabil-

ity = 0.1, kr knowledge ratio = 0.95. To obtain the optimal

feature subset, the algorithms are run on the same platform

for which the following assumptions are made:

Number of population size

=

{

50, if Dimension < 20

1000, if Dimension ≥ 20

Number of function evaluations

=

{

5000, if Dimension < 20

20000, if Dimension ≥ 20

Number of runs

=

{

25, if Dimension < 20

10, if Dimension ≥ 20

The four evaluation metrices are adopted to compare the per-

formance of the algorithms i.e. average fitness value, average

classification accuracy, average number of selected features

and average computational time. The obtained results are

presented in Table 6-9. Table 6 presents the average fit-

ness values of all algorithms for all datasets. Table 6 shows

that FS-NBGSK algorithm obtains minimum average fitness

values in most of the datasets. Specially, for large dimen-

sional datasets i.e. D8, it shows the commandable results.

TABLE 6. Average fitness value of all algorithms.

TABLE 7. Average accuracy of all algorithms.

TABLE 8. Average number of selected features from all algorithms.
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FIGURE 6. Convergence graph of all algorithms.

TABLE 9. Average computational time taken by all algorithms.

The average accuracy of the algorithm is one of the most

important metrices which describes that how much accu-

rate an algorithm performs over the selected features. The

values of accuracy lies from 0 to 1. Table 7 presents the

average accuracy of all the considered algorithms. The sec-

ond main objective is to minimize the number of selected

features with maximum accuracy. Thus, the average number

of selected features are described in Table 8. It shows that

FS-NBGSK algorithm performs better than other algorithms.

To do the fair comparison, computational time is also con-

sidered as an evaluation metric. The average computational

time (in sec) taken by all algorithms is given in Table 9.

From the Table, it can be observed that FS-NBGSK

algorithm takes less computational time as compared to

others.

Moreover, convergence graph of all algorithms are

also drawn in Figure 6 for fitness values over the number of
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function evaluations. The figure shows the convergence

ability of the algorithms towards the optimal solution.

FS-NBGSK algorithm converges to the minimum fitness

value than the other algorithms. All other algorithms have

premature convergence or trap into local optima.

VI. FUTURE WORKS

Based on the presented literature of metaheuristic algorithms

and their binary versions for feature selection, the following

research gaps are found. Interested researchers who are will-

ing to pursue their research in this field may consider these

findings:
(1) Firstly, there are very less number of evolution based

and human behaviour related algorithms developed. New

algorithms can be developed based on natural evolution

and human activity.

(2) No research has been done to propose the binary version

of the following algorithms:

From swarm-based algorithms-bumblebees algorithm

[43], paddy field algorithm [44], eagle strategy [51],

Hierarchical swarm optimization [52], bird mating opti-

mizer [58], Japanese tree frogs calling algorithm [61],

the great salmon run algorithm [64], Egyptian vulture

optimization algorithm [67], animal migration optimiza-

tion [69], shark smell optimization [70], spotted hyena

optimizer [84], emperor penguins colony [88].

From physics based algorithms- galaxy based search

algorithm [91], curved space optimization [97], ray opti-

mization [98], lightning search algorithm [105], thermal

exchange optimization [111], find fix finish exploit ana-

lyze [112].

From human related algorithm- league championship

algorithm [38], human inspired algorithm [113], social

emotional optimization [114].

(3) The algorithms mentioned above have not been applied

to solve the feature selection problem. Therefore, binary

variants of these algorithms can be implemented in clas-

sification problems.

(4) In addition to developing binary variants of meta-

heuristic algorithms, many researchers have used well

known S and V-shaped transfer functions. New S and

V-shaped transfer functions can be formulated and

used for designing the binary version of metaheuristic

algorithms.

(5) There is some less explored area(s) such as stock market

prediction, short term load forecasting, weather predic-

tion, spam detection, Parkinson disease. These prob-

lems can be investigated further using metaheuristic

algorithms.

(6) In the literature mostly two objectives i.e. maximizing

the accuracy and minimizing the number of selected fea-

tures are considered. Besides these objectives, interested

researchers can consider computational time, complex-

ity, stability and scalability in multi-objective in feature

selection.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a comprehensive survey on metaheuristic

algorithms that are developed from 2009 to the 2019 year

and their binary variants, which have been applied to fea-

ture selection problem. A detailed description and mathe-

matical model of feature selection problem are given that

could help researchers to understand the problem properly.

Moreover, the techniques of solving feature selection prob-

lems are presented. Additionally, metaheuristic algorithms

are considered in solving the feature selection problem.

Therefore, basic definition, importance and the classifica-

tion of metaheuristic algorithms are given. The evolution-

based, swarm-based, physics-based category, human rlated

algorithms have been developed and applied to feature selec-

tion problems. However, metaheuristic algorithms have some

following drawbacks:

• They suffer from slow convergence rate due to random

generation movement.

• They explore the search space without knowing the

search direction.

• They can trap into local optima, or they have some

premature convergence.

• The values of the parameters used in the metaheuristic

algorithms have to be adjusted, this may also lead to

pre-mature convergence.

Besides, the limitation of the metaheuristic algorithms,

the modified and enhanced version of the algorithms were

developed which are successfully applied to the feature selec-

tion problems. Also, a categorization is presented based on

the behaviour of algorithms; evolution-based, swarm-based,

physics-related and human behaviour related algorithms.

This paper benefits in such a way that a list of metaheuristic

algorithms is presented based on their classification. It also

benefits for the application point of view as it consists of

a case study. The case study presents the eight benchmark

datasets and the optimal feature subsets are found by imple-

menting different metaheuristic algorithms.

It can be observed that very few algorithms are proposed

in the evolution and human-related category, but there are

several algorithms have been designed in the swarm and

physics-related algorithms. It implies that there is a scope

to develop or propose new metaheuristic algorithms in these

categories. This paper mainly focuses on solving the fea-

ture selection problem using binary variants of metaheuristic

algorithms. Hence, extensive literature is presented in every

class of metaheuristic algorithms. All binary variants of all

reviewed algorithms regarding feature selection problems

are pointed. In swarm-based category, all binary variants of

Cuckoo search, Bat algorithm, Firefly algorithm, flower pol-

lination algorithm, Krill herd algorithm, Grey wolf optimizer,

Ant lion optimizer, Dragonfly algorithm, Whale optimiza-

tion algorithm, Grasshopper optimization algorithm, Salp

swarm algorithm are reviewed with the key factor of solving

feature selection problem. Moreover, hybrid approaches are
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also reviewed in the process of solving the feature selection

problem.

It can be concluded that there is some area(s) which are

less explored, such as spam detection, theft detection and

weather prediction. However, lots of research has been done

on the well-known datasets of UCI repository and in medical

diagnosis (cancer classification), intrusion detection systems,

text classification, multimedia etc. Hence, researchers should

pay great attention to explore this area with metaheuristic

algorithms. Moreover, there are some algorithms in the liter-

ature for which binary variants are not developed yet such as

PFA, CGS, TCO, ES, HSO, WSA, BMO, OptBees, TGSR,

EVOA, VCS, EPC, GbSA, CSO, WEO, LCA, EMA, VPL.

These algorithms benefit classification after developing their

binary version. From the literature, it can be observed that

the researcher has to face many challenges to obtain the

best feature subset of the considered classification problem.

A good choice of classifier has a significant impact of the

quality of obtained solution such KNN classifier is the most

used classifier in getting the best subset with well-known

datasets of UCI repository. After that, SVM classifier used to

classify in different applications such as medical diagnosis,

pattern recognition, image analysis etc. There are some other

classifiers which are less used in terms of classification.

Hence, this another gap to use different classifiers in classifi-

cation problem and compared with most used ones. Finally,

researchers will get the benefit of this study as they could find

all the key factors in solving the feature selection problem

using metaheuristic algorithms under one roof.
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